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Mollongghip at the back of GDTA President
Gib Wettenhall’s property. See Walk Report
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Back Cover: Historical Loddon Company
Water Race map by GDTA cartographer Ken
Dowling. See story page 10.
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Mining history is a predominant feature of
walks along the Great Dividing Trail Network.
The forest is littered with mullock heaps, adits
and mine shafts, some of which gape
vertiginously. A more appealing feature for
walkers, though, is the multitude of water
races which often provide a gently graded path
through the hilly landscape.
In this issue, GDTA member, Terry Bellair,
provides a brief history of one of the more
significant water races, the Loddon Company
Water Race along the Loddon River. (See
story page 10.) Built in the 1860s, the race is
visible today as an open channel with a
number of historical structures. Terry and his
wife, Caroline, once owned a property near the
head of the Race at Glenlyon which sparked
Terry’s interest in the history and course of the
Race.
We recruited GDTA cartographer, Ken
Dowling, to produce a map of the race (see
back cover) without realising what a big task it
would be. Ken started with a low resolution
drawing and superimposed it on contour maps
to estimate the route which would have been
needed to follow the contours “downhill”. He
was able to use LiDAR imagery which clearly
shows the existing open channel in some
places. The rest, he did on foot, hiking in to
locations and following the channel using his
GPS to map the exact location.
Much of the race is on public land and, as
Terry points out in his article, “the determined
bushwalker” can follow much of the race with
the aid of Ken’s topographical map. The Dry
Diggings Track follows the race briefly north of
Central Springs Track in Vaughan Springs
making it a good entry point for bushwalkers.
Ken’s map shows many other entry points.
And if you’re wondering what all that water
was used for, a book about early mining
methods and the environmental impacts of
mining might be of interest. Barry Golding has
contributed a book review of “Sludge: Disaster
on Victoria’s Goldfields” by Susan Lawrence
and Peter Davies. (See review page 5.)
Happy trails!

Much of this and last year was spent devising
short circuit walks and rides within a 25km
radius of Daylesford. The first half came easily,
but plugging the gaps in every sector and
finding something completely different and
more complex became more challenging. In
the process, the circuits team grew to
encompass more than half the GDTA
Committee.
In one of our last efforts, Tim Bach found a
roller coaster off-track, part beauty/part beast
among the rugged maze of gully networks
abutting the Upper Loddon. That’s what we’re
calling this doozy – ‘Rugged Upper Loddon’ –
and some navigation skills will definitely be
required. Ed Butler brought his mutt Molly
along on a lead. She liked it so much, she
snapped the lead and tore away up a gully
flank, disappearing into the maze without so
much as a backwards glance towards a
shouting Ed. No more was seen or heard of
her over the next couple of hours. As we
returned over one last roller coaster, Ed
admitted that he began wondering what he
was going to say to his wife Beth. But miracles
do happen. There at the final crossroads

before the car park, Molly emerged, looking
very pleased with herself and her off-lead
adventure.
Now all 20 circuit walks and 10 circuit rides
have been completed. We expect the Central
Victorian Highlands Walk and Ride Circuits
booklet to go to print mid-year, as contracted
with our major sponsor, the Bendigo
Community Bank Daylesford and District.
Our search for new circuits has led to another
spin-off. This year’s monthly Walks and Rides
program feature some of the more challenging
circuits we discovered, in particular those
requiring navigation or having to gain
permission to cross private land. Clearly, we
can’t put the latter in the book, but we can
seek permission to lead groups on a one-off
basis to iconic places like Mt Kooroocheang, a
beacon in the heartland of explorer Major
Mitchell’s Australia Felix; or in search of offtrack mazes and mines, cascades and
wildflowers.
This year we’ve already had one Walk and one
Ride. The Walk around Mollongghip included a
swim in a farmer’s dam with beers on the
deck. The Ride from Lyonville featured our
Mountain Bike Ambassador, Lisa Jacobs. This
was her first outing with us and I was pleased
to wish her welcome at ride’s start. She wrote
afterwards: “I had a fantastic day out – as did
the rest of the group. It was wonderful to be
able to enjoy the trails together with such a
diverse group and it reminded me of why I
enjoy cycling so much.” Reports of both events
are in this POST.
Finally a shout out to the Blackwood and
Barry’s Reef Landcare Group that held a
working bee to clear weeds from a section of
the Lerderderg Track. (See story page 4.) We
need to work together with other groups and
organisations to develop and maintain the
Great Dividing Trail Network.

GDTA Mountain Bike Ambassador, Lisa Jacobs
(right) holding the youngest of her two sons,
Wolfgang; with Gib and his wife Gayl Morrow.

On February 20 a dozen Landcare and other
Blackwood resident volunteers cleared a small
section of the Lerderderg Track between the
Mineral Springs and Whalebone Rd.
The working bee was organised in response to
community concern that the track had all but
become impassable. The condition of the
track had become the subject of much social
media community discussion and commentary.
It is a very popular local walk, given its
stunning river views and proximity to town.
In the lead-up to the day, Landcare volunteers
went through with portable power equipment to
clear major impediments, logs and lowhanging branches. So, on the day of the
working bee, the focus was purely on handpulling the immature Broom plants that had
come through in their (seemingly) millions.
It’s important to get the weeds out intact with
their roots otherwise the plant will only
reappear bigger and stronger than before. If
this is done before the Broom gets a chance to
flower, the infestation cycle can be paused.
The work is never really done however
because seeds from previous weeds can lie
dormant in the soil for decades awaiting the
right conditions to sprout – and start the whole
process over again!
Another working bee is scheduled to clear a
DELWP fire access track so that a trailerborne spray unit can access a particularly bad
section of the track that is beyond the scope of
any amount of hand-weeding.
Blackwood and Barry’s Reef Landcare Group
has 39 members and concerns itself with
issues that impact native flora and fauna in the
district.
For
more
information
see
www.blackwoodlandcare.org.au.

Blackwood and Barry’s Reef Landcare Group
volunteers clear Broom from a section of the
Lerderderg Track.

After years of effort, the Goldfields Track
Committee, of which the GDTA is a member,
has gained $1.9 million via the Victorian
Government’s Regional Tourism Investment
Fund. It’s part of a ‘Stimulus Round’ to boost
the economy, with $46 million delivered to 30
infrastructure projects. The multi-million dollar
package for the Goldfields Track is designated
for “consistent signage, interpretation and
improved visitor amenity to enhance the visitor
experience and move towards the vision of a
world-class iconic outdoor tourism experience”
over the 210km track between Ballarat and
Bendigo. More about this in the next POST!

If you are aware of problems on the GDTN
requiring
attention,
please
email
maintenance@gdt.org.au

The GDT, by virtue of its route mainly through
extensively mined public forest, passes
through a wide range of mined out landscapes.
If you’ve ever wondered what happened to all
the sluiced and dredged material from the
mines and diggings along almost every section
of the GDTN tracks, ‘Sludge’ (La Trobe
University Press, 2019) is certainly the book
for you.
Written by Susan Lawrence and Peter Davies,
archaeology academics
at
La
Trobe
University, this 307 page book provides a
fresh, fascinating and sometimes disturbing
account of the mess gold mining made of
Victoria’s rivers, particularly in the Ovens and
Loddon River catchments downstream from
Bright and Daylesford respectively.

Erosion caused by sluicing in Beehive Gully
near Hepburn Springs.

focused on mining the creek and river beds
and banks. By the 1870s, mining moved on to
the stranded river terraces and flood plains
and the buried deep leads and quartz reefs.
The mining activity produced massive amounts
of sludge that choked the rivers and flood
plains downstream all the way to the Murray
River.
Today, now that most of the finer sludge
particles
have
been
washed
further
downstream (much of it trapped in reservoirs),
many of our rivers are still choked by sand and
gravel ‘slugs’ produced by mining. The authors
reveal that many of the flood plains around
Creswick, Newstead, Yandoit and Guildford
were mined to great depths by sluicing and
dredging and still bear the scars.
The authors neatly tie in the fundamental
importance of water races and water rights.
They document the growing realization by
1900 that gold mining was far from
environmentally benign, and that scaled up
versions of hydraulic sluicing and dredging
needed even stricter government regulation to
ensure that the ‘sludge question’ downstream
was addressed ‘up front’. Afterwards, as we
now know, it is too late.

The authors set the scene for talking about
sludge, the ‘dark side of the gold rush’, by
painting a picture of early mining methods and
the huge amounts of water required for
washing out alluvial gold. Early on, the activity

Overall, this is a very good and enlightening
read highly recommended for anyone wanting
to better understand the huge impact and long
legacy of gold mining all the way along our
Great Dividing Trail Network.

Twenty walkers assembled at the Mollongghip
tennis courts on a Sunday morning that started
as a beautiful day but with warnings from the
BoM that it would turn by early afternoon. Our
walk started down a forestry track behind the
tennis courts and passed a number of different
plantations
eventually
leading
to
a
breathtaking
stand
of
giant
Sequoia
sempervirens planted about 80 years ago. The
trees towered above of us and we were left to
imagine how big they might get to be after
we’ve joined the dearly departed.
We crossed the headwaters of the Moorabool
River and followed a small track to Gleesons
Road. We walked east to a small track through
Gib and Gayl’s property that led us across the
Great Divide to the Wallaby Track which
follows their north boundary. It was this
fortuitous juxtaposition that led Gib to
introduce himself to a GDTA working bee
some years ago. The rest, as they say, is
history.
Gib took us on a short detour to show us his
pegged shed made the old way with green
wood felled from his forest. After lunch on top
of the Great Divide, we continued west along
the Wallaby Track, crossed Dingley Dell Rd
and were assisted through a fence by farmer
Ross Dimond onto a track running through the
Dimond property. A beautiful dam, known by
locals as Twin Piers Dam, presented photo
opportunities and a place for a final rest stop.
Ross spent a few minutes describing the
history of their potato and Angus beef farm.
Four brave souls and the Wettenhall dog, Jet,
took the opportunity for a refreshing dip.
The promised change came through and
dropped the temperature significantly bringing
with it a fog, perhaps not unusual given our
position on top of the Divide.
Our generous President thought of everything
and had salted away an eskie full of beer and
ice by the dam earlier in the day. A refreshing
ale and a chat on the deck closed an
enjoyable day.

Mollongghip Walk: Top: Lunch on the Great Divide, Wallaby Track (photo: Gib Wettenhall). Middle left:
Crossing the Moorabool River (Photo Bill Casey). Middle right: Ross Dimond (left) tells the story of his family
farm (Photo Gib Wettenhall). Bottom: Two Piers pond (Photo: Gib Wettenhall). Previous page: An impressive
stand of sequoia sempervirens (Photo: Margaret Hodge).

Ten riders, including four non-members,
gathered at the Lyonville Community Hall on a
cool but sunny morning. GDTA President Gib
Wettenhall was unable to ride but dropped in
especially to meet the riders and welcome our
Mountain Biking Ambassador, Lisa Jacobs, for
her first ride with the GDTA.
The 11km ride was an easy (green) standard
to accommodate a range of riding capabilities.
We were quickly onto a 4WD track with a
downhill stretch ending in a mud bath
navigated by some and stopping others (such
as the ride leader). An uphill single track
stretch was punctuated by a number of fallen
trees and branches. Lisa was encouraged to
demonstrate her championship cyclocross
skills to clear the hurdles but she politely (and
wisely) declined.
The Lyonville Spring failed to refresh as the
pump on the Spring was out of action.
(Hepburn Shire, please note.) We adopted a
slower pace uphill on the aptly named Hill
Track but the pace enabled a lot of chat about
tracks and bikes. The three e-bikes became a
continuing topic of conversation in the hilly
terrain.
We paused at the picturesque Bullarto
Reservoir for a group photo and then
proceeded up Babbingtons Rd to a decent
downhill track. This encouraged the agile and
foolish among us, leaving the other two of us
bemused at the top. We crossed the 1m wide
“mighty” Loddon River and a last gentle climb

to the manicured grass on the north side of
Lyonville then back across the highway to the
start.
Lisa’s partner, Sam Bach, with his bicycle
mechanic background, proved to be a valuable
member of the peloton. On a hill climb, he
identified clunky gear shifting on a rider’s bike
which he was able to quickly fix. He also
identified an unusual gear cable issue with my
bike which he was unable to fix but he gave
me valuable advice to rectify the problem. He
and Lisa are welcome on all our future rides.
Over coffee and cake at Café de Lyonville,
there was lots of discussion about bikes and
bike shops. Some riders took maps to try out
the Green or Blue Lyonville trails that will
feature in the forthcoming GDTA book of
circuit walks and rides. The Bullarto and Musk
riders rode home while Lisa and Sam took the
long way around back country tracks to
Daylesford.
Lisa was excited about her first ride with the
GDTA and wrote: “It was a pleasure to join the
GDTA crew and explore the beautiful trails
around Lyonville. Riding back to Daylesford
along the Lerderderg Track was a treat too!
The GDTA has done a great job of maintaining
and signposting the trail. I can’t wait to come
back and explore some more!!”
It was very enjoyable morning ride. Thank you
to all participants. The next scheduled GDTA
ride is on Sunday October 9.

(Photo: Gib Wettenhall). Top left: Perfect conditions in the forest north of Lyonville (Photo: Lisa Jacobs). Top
right: Lisa and Angela share a sisters’ moment after the ride (Photo: Sam Bach) Middle: A photo op at Bullarto
Reservoir (Photo: Ken Dowling). Bottom left: Sam gives Ken a bit of mechanical advice (Photo: Lisa Jacobs).
Bottom right: Lisa checks out the newly refurbished Lerderderg Track on her way back to Daylesford (Photo:
Sam Bach). Previous page: Riders assemble at the Lyonville Hall (aka Café de Lyonville)

One of the many challenges facing the alluvial
gold miners in the Mount Alexander Goldfields
was access to adequate volumes of water for
separating gold from wash dirt obtained from
shallow workings, and subsequently for
hydraulic sluicing operations.
A serious drought in 1865/66 led to the
formation of the Fryer’s Creek Sluicing
Company, with 40 subscribers (mainly small
miners) to the first share issue in 1866. The
Company’s objective was to divert water from
the Loddon River near Glenlyon, along a
contour race, to the heads of various
auriferous gullies along Fryer’s Creek. Natural
river flows would typically support water supply
for between 8 and 9 months each year.
The company built a 24km open channel with
11 timber flumes on trestles up to 30m high to
cross gullies and a 122m long tunnel near the
northern end at Devil’s Gully. (See image to
the right.) All work was done with hand tools.
With separate gangs working on the race,
flumes and tunnel, the project was completed
within six months in 1866 at a cost of £5,000.
Operations by the original company were
short-lived and in 1869 the race was taken
over by the more highly capitalised River
Loddon and Tributaries Water Supply
Company which secured a 15 year diversion
licence and, by 1872, had constructed a
branch race to Vaughn. Despite charging
miners over £1 per megalitre, the company
was not making a profit, the race was
progressively allowed to fall into disrepair and
the company was wound up in 1883.
The Coliban water supply system finally
reached Fryerstown, Vaughn and sluicing
prospects adjacent to Fryer’s Creek in 1895,
using sections of the Loddon race network.
The Symes brothers, who held a number of
sluicing claims in the Fryerstown area,
established the “New Zealand Elevator
Company” which cleaned and repaired the
Loddon race. This company generated a
number of significant conflicts with other
miners, through excessive diversions from the

Entrance to the tunnel at Devil’s Gully
(Photo: Peter Davies)

Loddon and issues associated with the Devil’s
Gully tunnel, which now carried Coliban water
from the north and Loddon water from the
south at different times. The main beneficiaries
appeared to be local lawyers, who drew up
numerous water use agreements and
represented the various protagonists in
frequent court proceedings. By 1909, the
Symes’ fortunes were waning as a result of
flood damage and action by the Sludge
Abatement Board, and the Loddon race again
fell into disrepair.
The old Loddon race was finally given a new
and final lease of life in 1937 through the
formation of a syndicate of 11 miners, led by
Arthur Bradfield. The syndicate obtained a
loan of £1,500 from the Mines Department,
while Bradfield also contributed money from a
large lottery win. The syndicate rehabilitated
the channel and constructed 14 inverted
siphons to replace the original timber flumes,
most of which had been burnt by bushfires.
Each siphon consisted of 16 or 18-inch riveted
steel pipe, which was hot dipped with bitumen
on-site and supported above the base of
gullies on timber and stone platforms. A total

of 1,200m of pipe was laid and the water first
flowed along the new race in September 1937.
Water was supplied to 13 sluicing and
dredging sites between 1938 and 1940, with
little mining during the war years. The pipes
were reconditioned and sluicing continued until
1958 (around Irishtown) by the last remaining
syndicate member, Ray Bradfield (son of
Arthur).

be explored by the determined bushwalker
using Ken’s excellent map.

Much of the race’s infrastructure, including the
channels and pipes, survives today in the bush
south of Castlemaine. The map on the back
cover of this issue shows the detailed position
of the Loddon Race based on historical data,
LiDAR data and ground surveys by Peter
Davies and colleagues and by Ken Dowling.
Features in photographs reproduced here can

Peter Davies, Susan Lawrence and Jodi Turnbull
(2016) The River Loddon & Tributaries
Water Supply Company. Australasian Mining
History 14:21-36.

This brief history draws heavily on works by Peter
Davies, Susan Lawrence and Jodi Turnbull from La
Trobe University. These works can be downloaded
for readers who want to study this history in greater
detail.

Jodi Turnbull, Peter Davies and Susan Lawrence
(2017) The Loddon Company: Water
Management and Alluvial Mining at
Fryerstown. Messmate Press, Melbourne.

Top: Junction of the Poverty Gully Channel with Fryer’s Channel. This connected the Coliban Race to the
Loddon Race. Bottom: One of the siphons constructed to replace earlier flumes which crossed gullies.
(Photos: Peter Davies)

